Study of Preanalytic and Analytic Variables for Clinical Next-Generation Sequencing of Circulating Cell-Free Nucleic Acid.
Detection of mutations in plasma circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) by next-generation sequencing (NGS) has opened up new possibilities for monitoring treatment response and disease progression in patients with solid tumors. However, implementation of cfDNA genotyping in diagnostic laboratories requires systematic assessment of preanalytical parameters and analytical performance of NGS platforms. We assessed the effects of peripheral blood collection tube and plasma separation time on cfDNA yield and integrity and performance of the Ion PGM, Proton, and MiSeq NGS platforms. cfDNA from 31 patients with diverse advanced cancers and known tumor mutation status was deep sequenced using targeted hotspot panels. Forty-five of 52 expected mutations and two additional mutations (KRAS p.Q61H and EZH2 p.Y646F) were detected in plasma through a custom bioinformatics pipeline. We observed comparable cfDNA concentration/integrity between collection tubes within 16 hours of plasma separation and equal analytical performance among NGS platforms, with 1% detection sensitivity for cfDNA genotyping.